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This work of retrieving soul parts with Body-Postures is a profound self-healing process. 
The exciting news is: you can do all of it yourself! 
 
In the world of shamanism we find the assumption that in situations of shock, great pain, 
abuse etc. a person’s life can become so unbearable that soul parts become lost. This means 
they leave the person and go to an unknown place. Afterwards they can not be reached any 
longer, they are “lost”. Following such a loss a person can have many different symptoms - 
for example:  tiredness, the feeling not of being in one’s own body any more, lack of 
concentration. In addition, there may be some physical illness. 
 
In our group we will work with body postures to bring back the lost parts of the soul. This is 
quite different from other traditions where the shaman is the “expert” and does the journeying 
for the client; here we become the expert and we ourselves make the shamanic journey for our 
own problem or symptom. As participants we travel to another reality where we search for 
our soul parts, bring them back and then get help to integrate these parts back where they 
belong. Experience shows that in almost every group using this technique people can bring 
back their lost soul parts themselves – however, it is also possible in some cases to allow 
someone else to make the journey and bring back parts for a friend. 
 
After the journey is complete we share our experiences in the group. The group leader then 
works with individuals to help them understand more about the situation where the original 
soul loss took place. 
 
The group will first introduce the posture work, and then go in the soul retrieval work which 
was developed by Annette Ki Salmen around 2000. Beginners are welcome, as well as those 
who are familiar with the body postures. Experienced participants will get extra teachings at 
the level on which they are currently working with the postures. 
 
Workshop dates: August 26 to August 29,  2010  
We will begin on the evening of August 26 with a joint meal. 
Place: Cuyamungue Institute, Santa Fe, New Mexico 
Cost:$450 (Food and lodging inclusive) Early booking by 15 June: $390 
Workshop leader: A. Ki Salmen   www.dream-visions.de 
 


